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Lesson 2 
Structs and Classes 
We have already learnt about classes and how they contain variables and methods (class 
functions).  
 
A struct is a simplified class that only stores variables and does not contain methods. 

 
The above struct stores two integer variables a and b. Notice that curly brackets are used 
and that a semicolon appears after the second curly bracket. 

 
Classes work much the same in C++ as they do in Java. Notice though the semicolon after 
the last curly bracket. 
 
N.B. A semicolon is needed after the last curly bracket. 

Keywords 
A feature of both Java and C++ that you mightn’t have seen before is this idea of access 
modifiers. Access modifiers are used to control who can access different parts of a class. 
 
There are several different keywords used for this but only two that we are interested in at 
the moment. They are Private and Public. 
 
Using the Public keyword means that code anywhere in the program can access the variable 
or function and is similar to the how the default works in Processing. 
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Using the Private keyword means that only code in the class can access the variable or 
function and code elsewhere in the program can’t access them. This is useful when you 
want to restrict how people can access certain parts of the class. 

 
The example code above shows a student class. This student class has one public variable, 
name, and one private variable, studentID. If you try using the following piece of code you 
will get an error when you try accessing studentID. This is because studentID is a private 
member.  

 
To fix this we will create two public functions, a get function and a set function. These 
functions will do as you imagine, the first will get the value of studentID and the second will 
set the value of studentID. 

 
Now we can access studentID using the code below that will print out the value of studentID. 
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Project 
● Start a new project 
● Create an Enemy struct with one member variable, life. 
● Create a class called Player with two member variables 

○ Health and attack 
● Create a constructor for Player class. 
● Create a function called attackEnemy that returns an int 

○ Use attack * (rand()%10) to return a number 
● In main  

○ Create two enemies and set their life variable 
○ Declare and initialize a Player object 
○ Using the attackEnemy function have the Player object attack each enemy 

until they are slain 
○ Print out text to tell the user what is happening 

 
N.B. you will need to  include <stdlib.h> to use the rand() function 
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